
SOUTH CHILTERNS GARDENING 

MINUTES OF THE 18TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

Held at Quainton Memorial Hall, Station Road, Quainton, HP22 4BW 

On Saturday 2nd August 2014 

1. Apologies for absence were received from Lynn Powell, Elizabeth & Stephen Runnacles and Pat Sly. 
 

2. Approval of Minutes of last AGM on the 10
th

 August 2013.  Proposed by Sid Barker and seconded by Carole Selway. 
 

3. Chairman’s Report.   Helen Turner, as Acting Chairman (Group Co-ordinator) due to Liz Kwantes illness, 
presented three possibilities for the future which had been formulated by the committee following a proposal by 
Elizabeth Barker in the Spring 2014 Newsletter to perhaps close down to save the events Co-ordinator continuously 
working to provide events which are not supported. Three alternative proposals have already been put to the 
membership by email and post.   Helen emphasised that there was no pre-conceived plan and the committee were 
open to other suggestions. 
 
Proposal 1.  We continue as we are, taking the usual membership fees and operating as normal until the money runs 

out – which would probably be in 2 or3 years time if we continue to make a large loss on some events.  We have 

over £1,100 in the bank which would last a while.  We only need three on the committee to keep going – Chairman, 

Treasurer & Secretary.    If we want to continue doing Trials, Liz Kwantes has volunteered to master mind  that, if 

Carole doesn’t want to continue. 

 

Proposal 2.  We continue until January taking no further membership fees, but running the planned “drive yourself” 

visit, talk, and coach trip, ending up with the Anniversary Lunch in January as usual.  Depending on the finances, this 

could be subsidised a little and any remaining money donated to Braywick Nursery or Perennial.. 

 

Proposal 3.  We close down now, donating all remaining money to Braywick or Perennial. 

 

Members not attending the meeting were invited to vote beforehand.   Only one vote had been received - from Pat 

Sly - for Proposal 1.  Helen informed the meeting that the necessary committee to allow the group to continue 

operating (Chairman, Treasurer & Secretary) is available if required. 

 

Regarding Proposal 2, Don & Judy Stimson were adamant that any remaining  funds should be donated to THRIVE, 

apparently  the only national charity of its kind based at Beech Hill Reading which believes passionately in the 

power of gardening to help disabled people.   The progress that people make is often remarkable.  As Braywick & 

Perennial have also been suggested this point would obviously need to discussed thoroughly, and voted on, so it 

was suggested that this will be raised again once the vote on the three proposals has been taken as if No.1 is 

chosen, it will not be necessary to choose a charity at this stage anyway. A show of hands for Proposal No.1 was 

then requested which resulted in 21 votes for (including the email vote) and 6 against.  It was therefore obvious 

that this was the way forward. 

 

Helen then asked Pauline Squire to go through some suggestions she had put forward by email as follows: 

a) Perhaps some other members might like to arrange a trip to take some of the weight off the Events Co-

ordinator.   This suggestion was put to the floor but no offers were forthcoming. 

b) Pauline recommended Heyfordian coaches which she had found to be £100 cheaper than Motts for a recent 

outing she had attended.  Someone else put forward the name Neales and Tricia Barker said she had recently 

travelled in a very nice 16-seater coach supplied by En-Route.  Helen pointed out that generally speaking 

smaller coaches are not as comfortable as larger ones and also that in the past, whenever she had checked 

prices, Motts came out on top.   However, business is more cut-throat now so these possibilities will definitely 

be looked into. 

c) The suggestion of having less trips in a year will also be considered, although there weren’t as many this year as 

sometimes in the past and it didn’t help with attendance at those that were arranged. 

d) Having all events during the week instead of a Saturday was discussed at the AGM last year when it was voted 

that the Anniversary Lunch should take place on a Saturday.   All coach trips are on week days anyway.  The 



AGM could be a weekday if required by the membership but as there are still a few members who work, this 

may not be possible.   However, it will be considered when the date for the 2015 AGM is discussed. 

 

4. Matters Arising.   This item was added into the Agenda at the request of Terry Griffin (it had been left off as it was 

felt any likely matters would come up in the discussions anyhow.   Helen apologised for this error.  The items 

following will therefore be renumbered. 

Terry wondered what had happened in connection with the possibility of working with another society, especially 

Chalfont St. Peter.   Helen reported that she had sent SCG trip details to this group and not heard anything further.   

The Chesham group had shown no interest either. 

Terry also pointed out that the SCG website is not up to date.   Apparently only the newsletter is on there with no 

mention of our trips or talks.  Carole pointed out that Liz looked after this so probably this omission is due to her 

recent months of ill health.   She will be approached to try and put this right. 

Terry also enquired as to what had happened about a possible list of members to be distributed to all.  Helen 

pointed out that only 8 of the forms necessary for this had been returned last year, and 6 of those addresses are 

given under the list of possible drivers which has been published in the newsletter ever since,.  A ‘list’ of the 

remaining 3 is hardly worthwhile.   We must assume that the people who didn’t return their form would rather not 

be included in such a list.  It was then suggested that perhaps a list of just email addresses would suffice but as Terry 

is not on email, this would obviously not be of help to him. 

5. Treasurer’s Report:   This was presented by Anne Bligh – not Helen Turner as in the Agenda, an error left over from 

last year when Anne was unable to be present.  Anne thanked Helen for typing up the accounts and reported that, 

although a loss had been made on three events, there is still £1,151.20 in the bank which should keep the group 

going for quite a while, even if the occasional loss is made. A profit was made on the 2013 AGM and Michael 

Turner’s talk.   She also explained that while there had been a couple of rogue Direct Debits in our statements 

earlier in the year, Barclays do now appear to have sorted this out.    

Carole Selway asked for a vote of thanks to the “Maidenhead” ladies, led by Elizabeth Barker, who had made the 

delicious teas for us during the year which had contributed considerably to our income. 

Terry Griffin reported that there appeared to be an error in the Summary of Accounts which will be looked into.  If 

necessary, the adjusted version will sent by email or post to all members  Bearing this assurance in mind, John 

Harden proposed that the Accounts should be accepted and this was seconded by Mike Mason.  

 

6  Events/Newsletter Report from Helen Turner.   Helen pointed out that the largest loss of £136.50 on a trip  

would have been avoided if we had just 3 or 4 more people.  This is not many so more effort must be made to invite 

friends along.  Trish Lewis, Helen and Anne pointed out that they had three personal friends coming to the talk after 

the AGM but no-one else had.   Elizabeth Barker felt very strongly that more might come if the cost was the same 

for members and non-members.   Helen said that this had always been the case as it might encourage more people 

to join the group in order to get the reduction.   Anne said she had been a guest for many years before joining and 

hadn’t resented the extra pound or two,.   Helen felt it wouldn’t make any difference but agreed to put the matter 

to the vote.   It was carried by a large majority.   The situation will be reviewed next year.  The next 3 events which 

are already arranged will stay at their quoted prices – the change will commence at the beginning of 2015.  Helen 

feels that the main problem remains.  It’s not that people don’t want to come on our trips but that they do have 

other things in their lives and can’t always manage the date.  Without a larger core membership to help fill the 

seats, this will always be a problem.   Some members enquired whether the possible cancellation of outings would 

continue to be a concern for Helen – it will always be but she pointed out that with the new guide lines of not being 

too concerned about making a loss, this may not happen too often. 

Michael Turner wondered if putting the membership fee up a little would help financially but it was explained that 

this had been done last year and it is felt that it now quite expensive enough. 

Pauline Squire felt that the newsletter should be sent out by email with just a couple of copies printed for those 

without a computer – this would save about £400.  However, Helen felt that many people wouldn’t bother to print 

it, or even read it, if this was the case and pointed out that the membership subscription is purely to cover the cost 

of the newsletter, plus a little towards the insurance.   As long as members are willing to pay this, then there is no 

problem.  If the hard copy was discontinued, then the membership fee would have to be reduced and would 

therefore make no difference at all to the group’s income.   Elizabeth Barker asked if “away” trips were definitely 

ruled out but Helen said this was not the case..   However having tried three times to get the Harrogate trip off the 



ground, she would be rather reluctant to try again.    It was suggested that Rosemoor would be a good place to visit 

and Helen agreed to look into it. 

Pauline Squire distributed the summer newsletter to members at the meeting.  Helen suggested that everyone 

should read Mike Mason’s article which is very different from his usual more serious contributions and is extremely 

amusing.   

7.  

Membership Report from Pauline Squire.  There were 36 members in 2013/14   Pauline requested AGAIN that 

members must return the membership form with their cheque so that she can keep her records straight.   This is 

mentioned every year and still she has problems   

8.  

Trials Report from Carole Selway.   Although some trials reports have been included in the summer newsletter,  

there are other members who took seeds and haven’t yet reported on them.   She requested that they should let 

her have their findings for the autumn newsletter.   Mike Mason admitted making a rather amusing error having 

misread the expected height of the beans as 4.5 metres when in fact they are dwarf beans measuring 45cms.   

Reports on the Aubergines seem to be good but those on Mike Gethin’s donated seeds are very varied.    

 

9. Seeds & Plants Report from Trish Lewis.   A few members had joined the Prestwood Gardening Society so that they 

could order Dobies seeds and plants through them and obtain maximum discount (membership fee £3).   This 

worked well and they were extremely efficient.   Mike Mason reported that he used the service for the first time 

last autumn and found it to be excellent.  Dobies delivered everything correctly and he received a refund promptly 

from Prestwood for an item which was out-of-stock. The only problem he had was that he had not appreciated that 

Prestwood forward all the orders to Dobies en masse at the beginning of December which meant that his order for 

overwintering onions and shallots came very late.  He will obtain those items from another source in future.  

However, on the whole, he reported that the scheme was a great success, with very good discounts. Thanks to Trish 

for organising this.   

 

10. Election of Chairman (Group Co-ordinator).  Liz Kwantes had invited Helen to act as temporary Chairman until the 

AGM.   Helen is happy now to stand as Chairman if required and this was proposed by Carole Selway, seconded by 

Harsha Griffin and carried unanimously     It was agreed that flowers should be sent to Liz Kwantes as a thank you 

and to express our gratitude for all her years as Group Co-ordinator.  She has headed the committee since the start, 

dealing with many difficult things, including the very difficult  break up with Garden Which?   Helen will organise 

these.  

 

11. .Election of Team Co-ordinators.  The following have agreed to remain on the committee:   Anne Bligh (Treasurer);  

Trish Lewis (Secretary);  Pauline Squire (Membership Secretary);  and Carole Selway (Trials – until January in order 

to complete the current trials).   Liz Kwantes has volunteered to take over Trials for 2015.   Helen suggested that 

due to shortage of time, this committee should be elected en bloc and this was proposed by Sid Barker and 

seconded by Tricia Barker. 

 

12. Questions & Any Other Business.   Trish Lewis raised a question about a pink flower from one of the previous trials 

that has spread everywhere, including the gaps in the patio paving.   She wants to know what it is?   

 

Mike Gethin said if anyone wanted any of the beans from the Indian Bean tree (catalpa Bignonoides Aurea) or the 

group  for trials he could provide them when they are ready in a month or so.  

 

Terry Griffin  then asked Helen why she hadn’t included a bit about SCG in the blurb about her garden supplied to 

visitors at the recent garden open day.  She admitted that she hadn’t thought of it and would remedy the matter if 

they open again next year. 

Sid Barker wondered where all the large yellow slugs have come from this year and if this is a new variety?  Helen 

suggested that he should talk to Mike Mason about this, following his article in the current newsletter mentioned 

above.  (Note:  There was also an article in the Winter 2013 newsletter entitled ‘The Killer Slug’ which was submitted 

by Liz Kwantes.) 

Sid then formally requested a round of applause for Helen and thanked her for organising the day’s activities. 

               There being no further business the meeting closed at 3.45 p.m. 



 

 

 

 


